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“We’re already in a trade war with China. The problem is we’ve not been fighting back.”
– Peter Navarro
“The battle for Helm’s Deep is over. The battle for Middle Earth is about to begin.”
– Gandalf the White
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This letter should find you buckled in for the turbulence I described last week. If not, I hope this
one convinces you. The storm is seven days closer now. There are times when normality slips out
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of reach, and I believe we are approaching such a time.
I have lived through recessions and bear markets; I know what they look like. I wish I could forget
what they feel like. They don’t come out of nowhere; there are always warning signs. Many
investors choose to ignore those signs; I choose not to. I hope you make the same choice.
The monster can come from different directions. Imagine the horror movie where the doomed
victim knows the creature is out there. He hears its growls and desperately looks all around for
their source. Then the camera pans left and you see the darned thing sneaking up on him from
behind. [Cut, add scream, fade to black.]
Over the next few letters we will consider the various monsters that may set upon us. Any one on
its own might be manageable, but we’ll be out of luck when several hit us in rapid succession.
We’ll start with this big bad boy: Trade War.
For the last 20 years, the biggest monster in my worry closet has been protectionism and trade
wars. Last year both presidential campaigns voiced ideas about protectionism and trade that
reflected appalling economic ignorance about the importance of trade to global prosperity, and
particularly to the prosperity of the US. As I explained in “The Trouble with Trade,” I hoped then
that the talk was all just campaign rhetoric and political pandering. No such luck.
Comparative Advantage
Trade is the global economy’s bloodstream. The more freely it flows, the better for all. As David
Ricardo explained 200 years ago, different peoples have unique characteristics that enable them to
produce certain goods at lower opportunity costs than other can. Free trade gives consumers access
to the best goods and services at the lowest prices.
However, what we now call “free trade” is not what Ricardo had in mind. We have instead
managed trade designed to benefit certain favored parties and to disadvantage others. You can’t
blame free trade for our problems, because we haven’t got it.
Those who have seen their interests short-changed in the managed-trade game have had enough.
That’s one reason Donald Trump is now president and anti-globalization movements are active in
so many countries.
Candidate Trump talked about renegotiating trade agreements to help American workers. I support
that goal. The problem is that President Trump seems intent on starting a trade war that will hurt
those same workers. We are on a very dangerous course. Worse, if a report I saw last week is
accurate, that course is already locked in.
Consequential and Contentious
The report comes from Axios, a Washington-based news site recently launched by some Politico
veterans who want to disrupt the mainstream media. This is what Axios reported June 30, based on
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the input of anonymous Trump-administration sources:
With the political world distracted by President Trump’s media wars, one of the most
consequential and contentious internal debates of his presidency unfolded during a tense
meeting Monday in the Roosevelt Room of the White House, administration sources tell
Axios....
With more than 20 top officials present, including Trump and Vice President Pence, the
president and a small band of America First advisers made it clear they’re hell-bent on
imposing tariffs – potentially in the 20% range – on steel, and likely other imports....
One official estimated the sentiment in the room as 22 against and 3 in favor – but since
one of the three is named Donald Trump, it was case closed.
No decision has been made, but the President is leaning towards imposing tariffs, despite
opposition from nearly all his Cabinet.
The following Sunday, July 2, the Wall Street Journal’s William Mauldin (no relation to me) filed
this:
The Trump administration missed a self-imposed Friday deadline for concluding a major
probe of steel imports, a delay officials said was driven by unanticipated complexities in
engineering such a big shift in U.S. trade policy.
The administration has faced challenges in implementing its “America First” policy amid
resistance from lawmakers and many business groups who worry that new curbs on steel
imports could drive up costs for American manufacturers and spark retaliation from trading
partners.
That report suggests that the June 26 meeting was less conclusive than Axios opined – but the
trade hawks have not given up. The “America First” side is probably headed by presidential
advisor Steve Bannon and Peter Navarro, director of Trump’s National Trade Council (a new
office created by Trump), along with Trump himself.
Navarro, a former University of California, Irvine economics professor, was already a well-known
protectionist when Trump hired him as a campaign advisor last year. Author of a book called
Death By China, he is opposed to trade deficits and has accused China and Germany of currency
manipulation. Very few academic economists share Navarro’s views. The simple fact is that
Navarro embraces fallacious economics ideas. Kevin Williamson in the National Review takes his
measure:
Professor Navarro, among other things, makes economics errors that would be obvious to
an undergraduate. This has been commented on at some length elsewhere, most
prominently after he published a review of the Trump economic plan (a review co-authored
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with Wilbur Ross, who is not an economist but is now Secretary of Commerce) in which he
proffered the schoolboy argument that, because GDP is defined as the sum of consumption,
investment, government spending, and net exports, eliminating our trade deficit with China
would add substantially to GDP. In economics terms, he has mistaken an accounting
identity for real-world causality; in layman’s terms, this is horsepucky, “a mistake that an
econ professor like him really shouldn’t be making,” as Noah Smith of Bloomberg put it.
This is an appalling mistake for anyone, but for an economics professor to do this? And one that is
actually in a position to influence trade policy?
In his books and writings, Navarro peddles analogies he pulls out of thin air as “facts,” without a
shred of evidence to back them. For instance, as Williamson notes,
His sloppiness with sources is general. Navarro cites a Rand Corporation report suggesting
that China is behind Iran’s nuclear program without mentioning that the report is a quartercentury old, that it identifies China as a “moderate threat to U.S. interests,” or that
subsequent Rand analysis suggests that Chinese involvement with Iranian nuclear
ambitions seems to have ended around 1997. He does not even cite any particular Rand
report, simply attributing a long quotation to “the Rand Corporation.”
Navarro makes up stories about a future where poorly made Chinese cars are crashing and killing
US citizens (even though a few extraordinarily well-made Volvos are the only cars made in China
that are driven in the US). He claims that the Chinese keep unemployment high so that wages can
remain low, even though their wages have been rising significantly for the last 15 years.
Professor Peter Navarro and the ideas he espouses are dangerous. Certainly, we can be smarter
about how we negotiate trade deals in order to get the best terms possible. Peter Navarro is simply
not the man to be advising on that.
Most leaders of larger businesses have no interest in truly free trade, either, but they dislike
Navarro’s ideas. There is a stand-off within the administration. The battle pits trade advocates and
businesspeople vs. Bannon and Navarro. Trump apparently leans Bannon and Navarro’s way but
hasn’t made a final decision yet.
The proposed steel tariffs are more significant than they may seem. A Commerce Department
study is trying to determine whether imported steel represents a national security threat to the US.
If so, a 1962 law gives the president vast powers to impose tariffs and other barriers, without
congressional approval.
If Trump wants to start a trade war, Congress and the courts probably can’t stop him unless they
can pass new laws by a veto-proof margin. The chances of that happening are near zero.
That meeting in the Roosevelt Room may turn out to be as consequential as Bretton Woods was, if
Trump acts to launch major trade sanctions. Trade sanctions will slow down already slow global
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economic growth and could trigger a much wider systemic crisis.
What Would Steel Tariffs Really Mean?
It makes a difference whether the administration decides to impose quotas on current steel imports
or initiate a tariff. Quotas would be harmful, but a tariff would be far worse.
Let’s look at who would actually be damaged. First, for all the talk about trade deficits with China,
we don’t import all that much steel from China. In fact, China isn’t even in the top 10 countries
that we import steel from, as shown in this chart from the Financial Times:

Secondly, using national security as an excuse to impose tariffs is really fraught with potential
problems. The Financial Times report (well worth reading) in which our chart appears notes two:
The first is that in the trade realm, invoking national security to erect barriers is considered
a nuclear option. World Trade Organisation rules include a national security exemption
designed to be used in times of war. But many experts believe the forthcoming steel move
would flout those rules and would thus be challenged by other WTO members. Such a
challenge in itself could be dangerous. It would be the first real test of the WTO’s national
security exception. Were the WTO to find against the US and the Trump administration to
ignore that decision, it would be a huge blow to the WTO’s credibility. Were the WTO to
find in the US’s favour experts fear it could give carte blanche to all WTO members to
invoke national security more often, leading to a new protectionist free-for-all.
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The second is that the US is the world’s largest steel importer and a broad move on steel
would probably hit US allies such as Canada, Germany, South Korea and Mexico far more
than China, its real intended target. In an unusual move, it has prompted Nato allies to
complain and to try to have the Pentagon lobby on their behalf. It also could provoke a
messy trade war with other countries feeling compelled either to impose their own national
security restrictions on steel imports or to retaliate against the US in other ways.
The third reason to oppose tariffs is that clamping down on steel imports threatens considerably
many more jobs than “protecting” the steel industry from foreign competition can save. As Dan
Pearson of the Cato Institute noted recently: “Steel mills employ 140,000 workers. Manufacturers
that use steel as an input 6.5 million, 46 times more.” Steel mills’ $36 billion of productivity in
2015 represented just 0.2 percent of US GDP, Pearson explains, while the economic value
contributed by US firms that use steel was 29 times larger.
We actually have a recent case study. George W. Bush approved steel import tariffs of 30% in
2002. What happened? Two hundred thousand American workers lost their jobs, as this chart from
the Heritage Foundation illustrates.
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Scores of different types of steel are used for special manufacturing processes and equipment. The
US doesn’t manufacture everything we need or have the capacity to do so. Thus a tariff would
increase costs to consumers without doing one thing for steelworkers.
Yes, the number of American steelworkers is down from 500,000 to 147,000 in the last 35 years.
As in so many industries, we simply don’t need the number of workers that we used to.
Steelworkers, whose wages have tripled, are producing five times the amount of steel per hour
worked as they did 35 years ago.

China is already working to curb its steel production capacity, as demand for steel is flat to down.
Now I agree that Chinese overproduction is forcing global steel prices down, but do we really have
a problem when gasoline prices go down? Do we feel sorry for the oil companies?
No doubt American steelworkers and steel companies would love to see barriers to entry for their
product. I bet McDonald’s would like to have Jack-in-the-Box stores banned, too. Ultimately,
higher prices offset the theoretical benefits of a steel tariff or quota. You and I are the ones who
pay.
Buy American
The federal government has other ways to punish foreign competitors. In April President Trump
visited the Wisconsin headquarters of Snap-on Tools, where he signed a “Buy American, Hire
American” executive order. The bureaucracy is now working to implement the order.
Laws dating back to the Great Depression require federal agencies to give first preference, in
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government contracts, to US-made products. Over time, it became routine for acquisition officers
to grant waivers to those requirements. President Trump’s order will crack down on those waivers.
This will soon be evident at the Pentagon, where two laws apply:
The two laws in question are the 1933 Buy American Act, which requires the Pentagon to
purchase domestically produced products for purchases over a $3,500 threshold, and the
more-restrictive 1941 Berry Amendment, which applies mainly to clothing and food
products purchased by the military.
Together, these laws ostensibly require that the U.S. military’s entire supply chain be
sourced from inside the country….
By enforcing these laws, President Trump can redirect billions of dollars in spending from foreign
companies to US suppliers – assuming US suppliers exist. They may not, in some cases, and they
may cost more if they do. Defense contractors will face some serious headaches.

AP Photo
Other trade actions are popping up, too. Boeing has asked the government to investigate what it
considers to be unfair competition by Bombardier, a Canadian aircraft manufacturer. If Boeing
succeeds in sidelining Bombadier, other US companies are likely to make similar claims.
But, truth is, dozens of countries manufacture major parts of those Boeing airplanes; Boeing doles
out contracts to other countries in order to encourage them to buy the planes. Many of those
components are made in Canada. And I will bet you a dollar to 47 doughnuts that significant
components of Bombardier planes are made in the United States by US workers. It behooves us to
remember that Canada and all our other trade partners have options, too.
Tit for Tat
The trade war, if it happens, will spring from the administration’s failure to appreciate one simple
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fact: Other countries will respond. The Trump administration’s steel tariff idea, for example, has
already provoked European Union officials. EU trade commissioner Cecilia Malmstrom warns,
“We want of course to avoid anything dramatic here but if that would have hit our companies we
will have to respond, of course.”
The EU and other trade partners will not simply roll over and accept US tariffs. They will retaliate
in ways specifically calculated to hurt American businesses and consumers. My fear is that the US
will then up the ante with yet more tariffs or other barriers, and the fight will get ugly, causing real
pain and losses for both sides.
All this will be completely unnecessary. Can existing trade agreements be improved? Yes,
definitely. But trade negotiations are insanely complex in the best of circumstances. Multiplayer
game theory applies. Right now we have general trade equilibrium, with minor adjustments all the
time. Not everyone has everything they want, but no one is angry enough to stop playing. If one
major player changes the rules, however, all the other players in the game have to respond. Those
national players have their own businesses and voters that they must pander to. The game can
collapse quickly.
Pile that risk on top of our many other economic vulnerabilities, such as the increasing political
turmoil in Europe, and we might see major fireworks.
President Trump campaigned on the promise that he would negotiate better deals. Well then, Mr.
President, rather than impose tariffs and destroy a few hundred thousand high-paying jobs in US
manufacturing, let’s find out how well you can negotiate. And send Professor Navarro, whose
supposed expertise is in utilities, of all things, back to California.
Before I close, I want to announce that we’re hosting another webinar with my friend Marc
Chaikin of Chaikin Analytics, on July 25, at 4:15 PM EST.
I’ve long been a fan of the Chaikin Analytics Power Gauge, so last year I told my team of analysts
to try it out. A few weeks later they came back to me and said, “It’s great, we’re using it for
everything!’’
Because we’re so impressed with the Power Gauge system, we’d like to give you the opportunity
to access it, too. You can click here for the free webinar “The Ultimate Stock Checklist & Best
Small-Cap Stocks to Buy Today.”
Grand Lake Stream, Colorado (?), and Lisbon
Shane and I will be going to Las Vegas next week for Freedom Fest, then we’ll come back home
to Dallas for a few weeks before I’m off to Grand Lake Stream, Maine, for the annual economics
schmooze and fishing trip known as Camp Kotok. Afterward, I am thinking about going to
somewhere in Colorado for a few days to escape the Texas heat. There are a lot of potential trips in
September, but the next outing now on the books will be to Lisbon, Portugal.
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Over the weekend what was going to be a short family meeting turned out to be much lengthier
and much happier than I envisioned. As a result, this letter is coming to you later than usual.
(Sometimes life just happens when you’re making plans.) I hope you, too, have an unexpectedly
wonderful week.
Your hoping we walk away from protectionism analyst,

John Mauldin
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